Sant Feliuet de Savassona
SIGNPOSTED WALKS SL-C 125
From Tavèrnoles

1

to El Sacrifici rock

4

The route begins in Tavèrnoles in front of the information centre located on
the square in front of Sant Esteve church 1 . Follow the alleyway to the cemetery, where you must take a trail that branches off up to the Tavèrnoles viewpoint 2 , which boasts magnificent views of the plain of Vic.
Return to the street and cross the BV-5213. Once you reach the first few
houses, take the trail on the right, which leads to a farm.
Further on, the route climbs along a stony path amid oaks, holm oaks and
pine trees. If you stick to the main path, you will then come to the Savassona
plain, which is accessed via a paved road 3 dating from the medieval period.
Before reaching the Savassona plain, take the trail which leads to Sacrifice
Rock 4 , one of the group’s most important sites.

From Sacrifice Rock

4

to Sant Feliuet

5

By turning back on yourself for a few metres, you can then resume the ascent
to Sant Feliuet hermitage 5 .
The last stretch passes a magnificent medieval stone staircase shielded by a
unique rock shelter.

From Sant Feliuet

5

to The Dice

6

You will now have to turn back along the uphill trail and turn left. After a few
meters you will be surprised by the magnitude of a large rock in the shape of
a cube standing on one corner, known as The Dice 6 .

From The Dice

6

to Witch’s Rock

7

and Man’s Rock

8

At The Dice be sure to look up in order to spot the next part of the route,
which lies on the other side of the Scots pine forest. Just a few steps away is
Witch’s Rock 7 . By following the path you will then come to Man’s Rock 8 .

From Man’s Rock

8

to Tavèrnoles

1

To return to the starting point of the route, follow the trail and, once you
come to a track, turn left. Further on, you will notice that you are on the same
track as before, which you must follow until Tavèrnoles.

Distance: 6 km

Duration: 1 hr 40 min

Recommendations:
– Wear appropriate footwear and a hat and bring water
and binoculars.
– Do not litter or uproot any plants.
– Try not to disturb wildlife and do not release animals into
the wild.
– Respect the activity of the farmhouses and agricultural
land that you pass through.
– Watch out for other path users, such as motorised vehicles, bicycles, horses, etc.
– If you notice any incidents along the route, please inform
the Park Office: en.guilleries@diba.cat.

How to find us
By car: take Exit 183 (Roda de Ter/Tavèrnoles) off the Eix
Transversal (C-25) onto the C-153 and then branch off to
the right to join the BV-5213 to Tavèrnoles.

Nearest facilities and services
Tavèrnoles Information Centre
Carrer Montseny, 2
08519 Tavèrnoles
Tel. 938 122 036
Les Guilleries-Savassona
Park Office
Carrer Guilleries, 5
08519 Vilanova de Sau
Tel.: (+34) 938 847 888
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